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Abstract
Machine Learning (ML) technologies are currently a high trend but it is still not common to
find applications where those methods are applied to a judicial process. In this thesis we
have studied different ways to apply ML in order to predict recidivism to help judges in their
verdicts. Using a public database with common characteristics of prisoners we have
evaluated different ML algorithms to detect recidivism and help stopping it.
As nowadays the current methods are used just as another variable, to help with the final
decision but not to replace it, we have considered choosing algorithms that allows to make
an analysis of the relevant features.
The final choices were Lasso Logistic Regression, SLIM, SVM and CART algorithms. Obtaining
results in line with the current state of the art, even quite better and allowing to determine
some relevant and irrelevant variables.
Although, there is still work to do in this field, we are sure that we are all going in the right
direction to help both victims and prisoners. In a near future, with more data to analyse and
better algorithms, we will be able to create better helpful applications.
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Resum
Tot i viure actualment en l’era de l’aprenentatge automàtic no és molt comú trobar
aplicacions funcionals d’aquestes tecnologies en el camp judicial. En aquesta tesis, hem
estudiat diferents formes d’aplicar algunes d’aquestes tècniques per predir la reincidència
delictiva i ajudar als jutges amb els seus veredictes. Utilitzant una base de dades púbica amb
característiques comunes dels presoners, hem avaluat diferents algoritmes per detectar la
reincidència i poder aturar-la.
Com que actualment aquests mètodes es fan servir com una variable de reforç, per ajudar
amb la decisió final però mai per reemplaçar-la, vam escollir triar algoritmes que
permetessin, a més a més, fer un estudi a posteriori de les variables mes rellevants.
Finalment vam decantar-nos per els algoritmes de Regressió Logística amb penalització tipus
Lasso, SLIM, SVM i CART. Obtenint uns resultats finals en línia amb l’actual estat de l’art, fins
i tot millors i permetent-nos fer un anàlisi de les variables.
Tot i que encara queda feina a fer en aquest camp, estem segurs que encarem un bon camí
per ajudar tant a víctimes com presoners i en un futur proper, amb més dades i millors
algoritmes segur que serem capaços de crear aplicacions completament vàlides i funcionals.
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Resumen
Aunque actualmente nos encontramos en la era del aprendizaje automático aún no es del
todo común encontrar estas tecnologías aplicadas al campo judicial. En esta tesis, hemos
estudiado diferentes formas de aplicar algunas de estas técnicas para predecir la
reincidencia en los presos y ayudar a los jueces en sus veredictos. Utilizando una base de
datos pública con características comunes de los presos, hemos avaluado un conjunto de
algoritmos para detectar esta reincidencia y poder pararla.
En la actualidad, estos métodos se utilizan como otra variable para ayudar en la decisión
final del juez, pero nunca para reemplazarla. Es por esta razón que decidimos escoger unos
algoritmos que nos permitieran hacer un estudio posterior de las variables más relevantes.
Estos algoritmos finalmente fueron la Regresión Logística con penalización tipo Lasso, SLIM,
SVM i CART. Obteniendo unos resultados finales en línea con el actual estado del arte, hasta
mejores y permitiéndonos hacer un análisis de las variables.
Aunque queda mucho trabajo por hacer en este campo, estamos seguros que encaramos un
buen camino para ayudar tanto a víctimas como a reclusos. En un futuro cercano, con más
datos y mejores algoritmos, seguro que seremos capaces de crear aplicaciones
completamente válidas y funcionales.
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1.

Introduction

Machine Learning (ML) technologies are currently a high trend and lots of research,
studies and applications are released every day about this topic (as an example 104 new
entries appears in a Google Scholar search with the Machine Learning word with date
16/01/2018). But despite of the hard work done, it is still not common to find complete
applications where those methods are applied to a judicial process. In this thesis, we have
studied different ways to apply Machine Learning in order to predict recidivism to help
judges in their verdicts.
1.1.

Structure

This thesis is structured as follows. In section 1.2 and 1.3 the project is introduced and
overviewed and the objectives are described. Section 1.4 is an explanation on how the work
was planned giving its packages and a complete final work plan. In section 2 we discuss the
current State of art of the technologies used. Section 3 describes the methodology for
completing the thesis and section 4 gives the final results. Section 5 defines a theoretical
budget and section 6 comments the project environmental costs. Finally in section 7 a
conclusion is provided, as well as a future approach on the work done.
1.2.

Project Overview and goals

As said, nowadays Machine Learning is shaking some society areas and it is worldwide
known for being the base of automatic Image and Speech Recognition, Medical Diagnosis,
Prediction, Classification… and it is well known to be usually applied in areas such as
banking, marketing or medicine. Furthermore, those algorithms can be also useful in
completely different areas such in justice.
When considering machine learning application within the judicial system, the fact that
algorithms are the ones making decisions that will affect people’s life usually generate an
ethical debate, but there is no doubt that present several advantages: algorithms are 100%
objective and invariable, fast and allow to have in account large number of variables that
humans cannot handle. So we are sure that any work in this field can be very helpful.
Using a public database extracted from the Catalan Prisons and with common
characteristics of prisoners as: age, status, gender… we have applied and evaluated ML
algorithms to this data to determine if it is possible to detect recidivism, to help stopping it.
And also to know which of those features are more relevant.
The project main goals were:
1- To find the ML tool that offers the best output results with the given dataset. In
other words, which gives better predictions for a specific case according to the
available variables of the accused. Also, the ML tool should not be a black box
allowing the user to study the most relevant variables to extract appropriate
conclusions.
2- To develop a Machine Learning tool from the beginning to the end; working in all
the points defined in common ML processes:
a. Problem Definition: To understand and clearly describe the problem that
is being faced.
10

b. Analyze Data: To understand the information available that will be used
to develop a model.
c. Prepare Data: Discover and expose the structure in the dataset.
d. Evaluate Algorithms: To develop a robust test harness and baseline
accuracy from which to improve and spot check algorithms.
e. Improve Results: To leverage results to develop more accurate models.
f. Present Results: To describe the problem and solution so that it can be
understood by third parties.
3- To understand which input variables are the most relevant in our system.
4- To create the appropriate documentation.
1.3.

Requirements and specification

Project requirements:
-

Given a new dataset the program must be able to provide a binary output for each
inmate: zero for a negative prediction of future recidivism, one otherwise.
The test results should give an accuracy (the correct rate) up to 80% based on the
results of the papers studied (Berk et al., 2016; Zeng et al., 2016). Despite of this
accuracy value, we will train our system to be close to the Spanish justice: which is
more guarantor than protectivist: considering that the sentence will be conditioned
by the system results, we have to maximise the probabilites of recidivism when we
give a positive output in our algorithm: that is a guarantor system. To do that it is
going to be necessary to work with the ROC curve and with True Positive Rate (TPR)
and False Positive Rate (FPR). As can be seen in the following image, higher values of
TPR will make the system more guarantor with the accused and smaller TPR values
will make the system protectivist with the victim.

-

Figure 1 - False vs. True Positives approach

-

The program might have a GUI to ease the execution and if necessary a User Manual
will be provided too.
A documentation must be provided where the veracity of the results must be detailed
and explained.
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-

In the final documentation an analysis of the relevant characteristics might be
provided.

Project specifications:
-

-

-

1.4.

To accomplish those results a large set of ML algorithms will be applied to the
dataset to find the best option. Algorithms to be considered are, for example: CART,
Logistic Regression with lasso, Random Forest, SVM, SLIM, Ridge Regression...
Also, the selected algorithms must be tested in order to accomplish good results but
without losing generalization – the system must work with the training data as well
as with the test data.
The algorithms will be programmed in Matlab to agile the research process.
To test the program precision the dataset will be split in two final random parts: the
training set used to train the ML algorithm and the test set to compute the results.
Also we are going to apply cross validation as we don’t have a large amount of data to
study.
Work Plan

1.4.1. Work Breakdown Structure
It is not hard to define the basic structure of the project as we are working on a Machine
Learning algorithm for classification, which has a strong predefined structure that can be
find anywhere in the web (see the following image). But also, it is complex to implement as
testing different algorithms and evaluating the results requires a lot of time.
The Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) will be the following one:

Figure 2 - Machine learning Process
https://3qeqpr26caki16dnhd19sv6by6v-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/03/ProcessOverview.png
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So the project plan will be based on the previous diagram. Starting with the dataset
analysis and preparation. Then testing, evaluating and improving the different ML
algorithms which we exposed in the project specifications and finally synthetizing those
results. A brief explanation of each part is exposed in the following point.
1.4.2. Work Packages, Tasks and Milestones
Work Packages:
Project: Problem Definition
Major constituent: Documentation
Short description:
Understand and clearly describe the problem that is being
solved.

WP ref: (WP1)
Sheet 1 of 1
Planned start date: 15/09/17
Planned end date: 15/10/17
Start event: Project assignment
End event: Project proposal and
workplan

Internal task T1: Problem description
Deliverables:
First approach to the problem: stablish how can be solved and Project
how it is planned to be solved.
proposal
and
Internal task T2: Motivation and manual/current solution
workplan
Describe how it is currently solved and the benefits of our
solution..
Internal task T3: State of art
Study of the different precedents of this kind of work
Internal task T4: Project proposal and work plan
Create the appropriate documentation
Table 1 - Work Package 1 (Summary)

Project: Analyse and Prepare Data
Major constituent: Analysis
Short description:
Understand the information available that will be used to develop
a model. Finally discover and expose the structure in the dataset.

Dates:
06/10/17

WP ref: (WP2)
Sheet 1 of 1
Planned start date: 01/10/17
Planned end date: 15/11/17
Start event: State of art
End event: Pre-process data

Internal task T1: Summarize Data
Deliverables:
Describe the dataset. Which data is or not useful. Define data
structure as how many attributes we have and how they are.
Internal task T2: Visualize Data
Create graphs to summarize the data and to study its structure
and how relevant each attribute is.
Internal task T3: Select, pre-process and transform data
Consider what data in the dataset is needed and remove unuseful
attributes. Clean the possible missing fields. Prepare and split
data to be trained in the code…
Table 2 - Work Package 2 (Summary)

Dates:
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Project: Evaluate Algorithms
Major constituent: SW
Short description:
Develop a robust test and baseline accuracy from which to
improve and spot check algorithms.

WP ref: (WP3)
Sheet 1 of 1
Planned start date: 20/10/17
Planned end date: 04/01/18
Start event: Finish summarize
data
End event: Performance measure
of each algorithm
Deliverables:
Dates:
Critical Review 01/12/17
(midterm)

Internal task T1: Algorithm definition and implementation
Search and apply the possible algorithms for the ML tool.
Internal task T2: Performance measure of each algorithm
Define the Test rules (Test harness). The data used in training
and test and the performance measure used to assess the
algorithm performance. Use some Cross Validation process.
Internal task T3: Final program creation
Create final deliverable program with the GUI. The final
algorithm will be set in this program.
Internal task T4: Critical review (midterm)
Create the appropriate documentation.
Table 3 - Work Package 3 (Summary)

Project: Improve Results
Major constituent: Analysis and SW
Short description:
Leverage results to develop more accurate models.

WP ref: (WP4)
Sheet 1 of 1
Planned start date: 25/12/17
Planned end date: 19/01/18
Start
event:
Performance
measure of each algorithm
End event: Final Results
Deliverables:
Dates:

Internal task T1: Tuning
Create algorithms for tuning the chosen ML algorithm.
Internal task T2: Get final results
Once the final algorithm is tuned, get the final results.
Table 4 - Work Package 4 (Summary)

Project: Present Results
Major constituent: Documentation
Short description:
Describe the problem and solution so that it can be understood
by third parties.

WP ref: (WP5)
Sheet 1 of 1
Planned start date: 01/01/17
Planned end date: 25/01/17

Internal task T1: Operationalize algorithm
Apply the chosen ML algorithm to be executed using an easy GUI.
Internal task T2: Extract statistics
From the final results, extract statistics conclusions to emphasize
the results.

Deliverables:
Final Review

Dates:
20-25/01/17

Final program

20-25/01/17

Start event: Get final results
End event: Finish documentation
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Internal task T3: Finish documentation
Complete final deliverables of the project. Manual and memory
creation, conclusions…
Table 5 - Work Package 5 (Summary)

Milestones
WP#
1
1

Task#
1
2

1
1
2
2
2

3
4
1
2
3

3

1

3
3
3
4
4
5
5
5

2
3
4
1
2
1
2
3

Short title
Problem description
Motivation and manual/current
solution
State of art
Project proposal and workplan
Summarize data
Visualize data
Select,
pre-process
and
transform data
Algorithm
definition
and
implementation
Performance measure
Final program creation
Critical Review (midterm)
Tuning
Get final Results
Operationalize algorithm
Extract statistics
Final documentation

Milestone / deliverable

Project proposal and workplan

Date (week)
1-2
2-4
3-4
3-5
4-6
6-10
6-10
8-17

Critical Review (midterm)

Final program
Final Review

11-17
13-17
11-12
15-19
19
18-20
19-20
5-20

Table 6 - Milestone list
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1.4.3. Time Plan (Gantt diagram)

28-Dec

4-Jan

17

11-Jan

18-Jan

January
18
19

25-Jan

20

9

21-Dec

16

8

14-Dec

LEGEND:

Task as predicted

Task posposed

Task delayed

7-Dec

December
14
15
7

9-Nov

13

October
5
6

2-Nov

12

4

26-Oct

November
10
11

September
2
3

19-Oct

30-Nov

16-Nov

1

12-Oct

21-Sep

This is only an aproach of the Gantt, this diagram can be changed if some other tasks are required.

Week

5-Oct

23-Nov

g

Task name / Date
Problem definition
Problem description
Motivation and manual/current solution
Study of previous referents
Project proposal and workplan
Analyse and prepare data
Summarize data
Visualize data
Select, pre-process and transform data
Evaluate algorithms
Algorithm definition and implementation
Performance measure of each algorithm
Final program creation
Critical review (midterm)
Improve results
Tuning
Get final results
Present results
Operationalize algorithm
Extract Statistics
Final documentation

28-Sep

14-Sep

Figure 3 - Time Plan Diagram
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2.

State of the art of the technology used or applied in this thesis:

Some research has been made to find out the advantages of applying Machine Learning
technologies for risk assessments on judicial process. Basically, the goal is to know how
different are the results between new Machine Learning approaches and conventional
procedures with predictive models. In general terms, most studies (Liu et al., 2011; Brennan
and Oliver, 2013; Rhodes, 2013; Berk, 2017) concludes that when relationships between
predictors and the response are complex, ML approaches usually perform better, but when
the relationship is quite simple there is no huge difference in performance although machine
learning techniques can used to agile the process. That is a common conclusion not just in
justice, machine learning applications seems to work well when the problem exceeds human
comprehension.
In justice applications, new Machine Learning technologies usually obtain good results,
however as it occurs in medical scoring systems where an error in the output can turn on a
major problem, justice is handling people lives and, therefore, it is required to be careful.
Despite the objectivity of computer systems, it is always difficult for professionals to trust
and get used to computers in these fields, and that is the reason why the current methods are
used just as another variable – to help with the final decision but not to replace it.
So how can we make new fair methods using ML technologies capable of giving good
advises or even good final results?
There are some references dealing with this topic in some papers, where it is possible to
find some of the ideas for this thesis. Despite of sharing some points, the project
implementation will vary, as its results, since the dataset is really different from the one used
in these papers. The most similar papers (Berk et al., 2016; Zeng et al., 2016) are from the
United States and the dataset is really different from the one provided by the penitentiary
centres in Catalonia. A difference, for example, is that here we don’t have weapons. The
second paper (Zeng 2016) is interesting because it makes a deep analysis on applying
different ML algorithms for our same purpose, as we are trying to do.
Some of those methods are currently applied in real scenarios. For example, in the United
States (Pennsylvania) they are already offering forecasts to help Judges on their decisions.
Despite of the good faith, after a year, a paper (Berk, 2017) concludes that the results are
quite the same that without using the advisement… However, the problem is that the judge is
not really using the program advise. Because, as it is said in the paper, if only the output of
the algorithm was applied (without the judge opinion) those results could be improved from
a 58% to a 27% of bad recidivism cases detection.
It is also relevant to say that most of the project references train its algorithms with a
database 10 times bigger than our database and therefore it is easier to generalise as more
data is provided. So it makes difficult to compare the results. Other project references used
are provided in the References point at the end of this thesis.
As previously mentioned, some countries are currently using Machine Learning forecasts for
risk assessment to help in the decisions, but what about in Spain? In Catalonia, where the
database for this thesis is obtained, exists a protocol called RisCanvi. This protocol is used in
prisons to make a risk assessment and evaluation of the inmates. Using a set of binary
questions a description of the prisoner is obtained. Then these data is introduced to a
17

computer program provided with the protocol that computes a sort of characteristics used
as risk assessment to help obtaining a verdict.
To summarize, from a Data Analysis view, in Justice (as in other fields) the state of the art is
based on trying to apply new ML technologies to obtain better results than with the previous
predictive models used. There are two relevant deals to face: which algorithm works better
and why this is better. If the values of accuracy were around a 95% it’s easy to say which
algorithm works better, just looking at the higher value. However, as in this case we work
with values up to an 80% it’s necessary to be careful. And that’s why project references are
dealing to work with other values than accuracy as FPR or TPR. Those values are used to
create the ROC curve and allows to make the system more guarantor or protectionist, as is
desired. On the other hand, focusing on the algorithms used, it’s important to give the user
the possibility to know the most relevant variables, if the output will be used just as an
advisor. That’s the reason why some algorithms like Logistic Regression or Supersparse
Linear Integer Models (SLIM) are used (explained in section 3). Those give similar results as
applying common SVM or CART algorithms but are not a black box (Wu et al., 2008; Zeng et
al., 2016).
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3.

Methodology and project development:

This section discusses and explains the path followed to get the thesis results. Note that the
introduction of the methodology is given in the Work Plan in Section 1.4. Here precisely
details are given.
3.1.

Database Analysis and Preparation

For the development of this thesis we have used a dataset obtained from the Catalan prisons
in 2014, with general data about the inmates. This database is open and free available in the
following link:
http://cejfe.gencat.cat/ca/recerca/opendata/presons/reincidencia-2014/

The database has 3414 entries and 140 features as gender, age, Country of origin, level of
education… a manual with an explanation of each feature is provided in the same link (in
Catalan and Spanish) and the list of the different variables used and a brief explanation is
provided in the appendices of this thesis.
First of all, it is good to notice that the database is 10 times smaller than the ones used in
other papers, with has more or less 32000 entries and the same number of features.
Another problem to face is the empty fields in some database variables. There are two cases:
-

Punctual problem where a variable is missing.
Lack of RisCanvi data. RisCanvi as explained in Section 2 is a protocol of a sort of
binary questions used to obtain a description of the inmate.

The punctual problem can be solved in different ways, creating artificial data in those empty
fields. For example:
-

If the feature is binary [0,1] it can be filled with an outsider value as -1 or with a 0 or
1 if it means unknown (usually 0).
If the feature is categorical [0,…,N] for N categories, it can also be filled with an
outsider value as -1 or with a number if it means unknown (usually 0 or N).
If the value is continuous (as age) it can be filled with the mean, for example.

Except for 2 or 3 features, the punctual problem is quite irrelevant and easy to solve using
those tips.
The real problem with the database appears with the RisCanvi features, because this
protocol is only applied to a ~20% of the database inmates. Meaning that just 655 entries
have the 40 binary features of the RisCanvi. As those empty fields could not be completed in
any way, we decide to ignore those features.
From the 100 remaining features (without the RisCanvi ones), only 55 are useful as the
others are: titles, useless dates or empty fields that cannot be completed.
So after the cleaning there were 3414 entries with 55 features in the full database and 655
entries with 95 features in the RisCanvi database.
Another modifications to the database was transforming the categorical features with values
within [1,…,N] to N binary features and normalizing the variables (extracting mean and
variance). Those categorical features were finally renamed and for example a categorical
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variable named “FEATURE” with 3 categories was converted to 3 binary variables:
“FEATURE1”, “FEATURE2” and “FEATURE3”. This nomenclature can be seen on the Results
section.
The last of the main database problems is that it is imbalanced: from all 3414 entries, 828
have reoffended (~25%) whereas the 2586 remaining haven’t committed recidivism after 4
years. To avoid overfitting in one class we have worked in different ways: resampling the
dataset to have the same number of entries for each case, adding penalty and evaluating
algorithms with the appropriately method (as is specified in the methodology, Section 3.3).
Once the database was prepared it was split in two parts: 70% for training and 30% for test.
To deal with the lack of data we have applied Cross-Validation in all the tested algorithms.
Splitting this 70% training data to 10 random groups for train and validation.
3.2.

Algorithms Selection and Creation

To choose the algorithms we have considered those ones previously used for recidivism in
the studied papers and those ranked among the “top 10 algorithms in data mining” (Wu et al.,
2008). In choosing the methods we also checked if there were open available packages in
Matlab to agile the work. The final choice of methods, which are described in the following
sections, was:
(1) L1-penalized (or Lasso) Logistic regression (Friedman et al., 2010): which is a
variant of logistic regression that penalize the coefficients to prevent overfitting. It is
also interesting because with a normalized dataset it gives high values to the weights
of the relevant features and 0 to the useless ones. So it’s really useful for feature
analysis. We choose logistic regression instead of linear regression as the output
variable is binary in this case and logistic regression is appropriate.
(2) SLIM: as it was used in some papers with good results and allows feature analysis
easily. Also, a free package was available in GitHub.
(3) SVM: as is one of the most popular black box method for classification and we choose
it to compare results.
(4) CART: as it’s the most popular method to create decision trees which are easy
algorithms to compare the results and analyse variables.
3.2.1. Lasso Logistic Regression
Logistic regression is the suitable regression analysis when the output variable is binary. It is
used to describe the relationship between one dependent binary variable and one or more
nominal, ordinal, interval or ratio-level independent variables. As that is perfectly our case,
logistic regression completely fits our problem. It is described as the following equation.
𝐹(𝑥𝑖 ) =

1
𝑝

1+𝑒

−(𝛽0 +∑𝑗=1 𝛽𝑗 𝑥𝑖,𝑗 )

(1𝑎)

Where F(𝑥𝑖 ) (also named 𝑦̂ 𝑜𝑟 𝑝𝛽 (𝑥𝑖 )) is the vector for the output decisions, x is the input
data matrix (P features x N cases) and 𝛽 are the weights for each feature in the model. The
use of the Lasso penalization is to avoid overfitting and to highlight the relevant variables
adding high weights to those ones.
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The final function for the Lasso Logistic Regression is based on the logistic regression
equation but subject to ∑|𝛽𝑗 |. So, considering the Logistic Regression expression in the
following form:
𝑃

𝑝𝛽 (𝑥𝑖 )
log {
} = 𝛽0 + ∑ 𝛽𝑗 𝑥𝑖,𝑗
1 − 𝑝𝛽 (𝑥𝑖 )

(1𝑏)

𝑗=1

Where 𝑖 is each input case. His log-likelihood function (𝑙(𝛽0 , 𝛽)) can be expressed as:
𝑁

1
𝑇
𝑙(𝛽0 , 𝛽) = ∑ 𝑦𝑖 ∙ (𝛽0 + 𝑥𝑖𝑇 𝛽) − log (1 + 𝑒 (𝛽0 +𝑥𝑖 𝛽) )
𝑁

(1𝑐)

𝑖=1

So considering this log-likelihood function and adding the lasso penalization the following
expression for the cost function is obtained:
𝑝

𝑁

1
𝑇
min 𝑝+1 [− ∑ (𝑦𝑖 ∙ (𝛽0 + 𝒙𝒊 𝜷) − log (1 + 𝑒 (𝛽0+𝒙𝑖 𝜷) )) + 𝜆 ∑|𝛽𝑗 |]
(𝛽0 ,𝛽)∈ℝ
𝑁
𝑖=1

(1𝑑)

𝑗=0

where the constant 𝜆 parameter in the equation is used to give more or less importance at
the Lasso penalization. To find the best 𝜆 value, a try and failure test is applied iterating
different values of 𝜆 to find which one give the best results. Once defined the cost function in
the code, we used the fminsearch()function available in Matlab to minimize it and obtain
the 𝛽 parameters.
3.2.2. SLIM
SLIM scoring systems are linear classification models of the form:
𝑃

1

𝑖𝑓 ∑ 𝜆𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗 > 𝜆0 ,
𝑗=1
𝑃

𝑦̂𝑖 =
−1
{

(2𝑎)

𝑖𝑓 ∑ 𝜆𝑗 𝑥𝑖𝑗 ≤ 𝜆0
𝑗=1

where 𝜆1 , … , 𝜆𝑃 are the coefficients for each feature, 𝜆0 is the threshold score to predict on
class or the other, P is the number of features and 𝑖 is an indicator for each input case. The
values of the coefficients are determined from data by solving a discrete optimization
problem with the form:
𝑁

𝑃

𝑃

𝑖=1

𝑗=1

𝑗=1

1
min ∑ 𝟙(𝑦𝑖 ≠ 𝑦̂𝑖 ) + 𝐶0 ∑ 𝟙(𝜆𝑗 ≠ 0) + 𝜀 ∑|𝜆𝑗 |
𝝀 𝑁

(2𝑏)

such that (𝜆0 , 𝜆1 , … , 𝜆𝑃 ) ∈ 𝐿
where 𝑦𝑖 is the output and 𝑦̂𝑖 is the predicted output for each input case 𝑖 (of N entries).
Where 𝝀 are the model weights for each feature 𝑗 (of the total P features). The objective here
is to minimize the error rate penalizing the number of non-zero terms (second part of the
equation 2b). The 𝝀 coefficients are restricted to a finite set, usually 𝐿 = {−10, … , 10}. The
𝐶0 -parameter represents the maximum accuracy that SLIM is willing to sacrifice to remove a
feature from the optimal scoring system. And finally, the 𝜀 penalty is used as another
penalization, similar to Lasso (see equation 1d).
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Training a SLIM scoring system requires solving an Integer Programing (IP) problem. In this
case we have used the CPLEX solver from IBM. CPLEX is cross-platform commercial
optimization solver that can be called from MATLAB and it is freely available to students, so
we decide to use it.
The SLIM results can be expressed in the following format where we have the relevant
features multiplied by the 𝝀 coefficients (expressed in points as the values are integers).
Here the points given to each one are completely arbitrary and could be any others:
Predict “Output Variable = +1” if SCORE > 0
1. Feature A *
6 points
......
2. Feature B *
4 points
+ ......
3. Feature C *
2 points
+ ......
…
…
+ ......
X. Feature N *
-4 points
+ ......
SCORE
= ......
Table 7 - SLIM model example

The idea, as it can be seen, is that SLIM scoring is an easy method to make a post-analysis of
the relevant variables as the output format is completely interpretable.
3.2.3. SVM
Support Vector Machine is a famous and common algorithm for classification (Cortes et
Vapnik, 1995). We thought using SVM to compare and validate the results obtained in this
algorithm and the others. Because its implementation is given in Matlab, it is easy to use and
usually gives good results so it’s a good referent to compare results.
SVM is based on the concept of decision planes that define decision boundaries. A decision
plane is one that separates between a set of objects having different class memberships. The
idea of the SVM is to transform the input data space using a kernel function, to separate the
features and to allow an easier classification, as can be seen in the following image.

Figure 4 - SVM conception of feature space conversion
http://www.statsoft.com/Textbook/Support-Vector-Machines

We train the SVM classifier with the fitcsvm(X,Y) Matlab function which gives the
possibility to change the Kernel used, and Kernel Parameters to find out the best model, as
there exist different Kernels as Gaussian Kernel, Polynomial Kernel, Fisher Kernel… which
are different functions used to transform the input data space.
The problem with SVM is that the trained model is incomprehensible and it’s difficult to
determine the relevant variables.
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3.2.4. CART
Decision trees are commonly used for its simplicity and not for its results as usually don’t
generalize well (trees work good with the training data but not in a real scenario).
Nevertheless, CART trees present some advantages and that is the reason why we have
chosen using them. One is that decision trees implicitly perform variable screening and can
be a way to analyse relevant variables: the top few nodes on which the tree is split are
commonly the most important variables. As with the SVM, to train the CART tree we have
used the functions provided by Matlab. In this case, the fitctree(X,Y) function was used to
train the classifier. This function provides methods to use Cross-Validation and to prune the
tree to get the best results with the desired nodes.
3.3.

Results Evaluation

The classification problem that we are considered is imbalanced, as the database has more
entries for the non-recidivism cases. This kind of problems needs changes in the way of
evaluate the performance. Consider, for instance, a completely imbalanced database where
the probability of one class is P(𝑦𝑖 = 1) = 1%. If we create a model that gives a constant
output of 𝑦̂ = 0 it is going to give an accuracy of a 99% which seems a great result but it’s not.
Furthermore, we have said in the introduction that we want our system to be guarantor with
the accused (as it is the Spanish justice) and not to have a high number of False Positive
outputs, classifying as reoffender someone who is not. Even so, we don’t have to forget the
False Negative outputs, to look after the victims.
Those are the reasons why we have considered using other performance metrics like
evaluating and analysing the F-score, the Precision, the Recall or True Positive Rate (TPR),
the Specificity or True Negative Rate (TNR) and the ROC curve.
We choose using the F-score to evaluate the parameter algorithms as it is a measure of a
test's accuracy but considers the precision (P) and the recall (R) to compute the score.
𝑇𝑃
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑃
𝑇𝑃 − 𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
𝑇𝑃
, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 { 𝐹𝑃 − 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙 (𝑅) =
𝑇𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁
𝐹𝑁 − 𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑁𝑒𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒
𝑃∗𝑅
𝐹𝑆𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑒 = 2 ∗
𝑃+𝑅

𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑃) =

In the results section we give the value obtained for all those parameters.
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4.

Results

In this section we present the results obtained within the different algorithms. In the first
Section 4.1 we expose the results for each algorithm and finally we compare them and
analyse the relevant and irrelevant features.
4.1.

Results for each algorithm

4.1.1. Lasso Logistic Regression
The first step with the Lasso algorithm was to find the best 𝜆 value of the penalization that
gets the bests results according to the F-score value (as said in Section 3.3 this parameter is
used to consider both precision and recall). The solution here was to iterate with different
lambda values and evaluate the F-score value obtained in each loop to find the 𝜆 value that
gives the maximum F-score value.
So, for each lambda (𝜆) value and with 10 partitions for Cross-Validation, we compute the
model for each training partition and evaluate the F-score for the validation part. With those
results we were able to create a graphic as follows:

Figure 5 - F-Score value subject to lambda

As can easily be seen on the left image, the best F-score values are approximately values less
than 10. That’s the reason why we centred our research on this part and search the F-score
for 50 value lambdas between 10-3 and 10 with a logarithmic distribution. We obtain the best
F-score value with 𝜆=0.01269.
With this lambda value and the 70% training data we compute the final model and we obtain
the following results in test, with the database normalized and the features binarized:
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Correct Rate: 0.786720
F-Score: 0.783673
Precision: 0.796680
Recall, Sensitivity or TPR: 0.771084
Specificity or TNR: 0.802419
AUC: 0.849365
Confusion Matrix =
192 49
57 199
Figure 6 – Results and ROC curve for Lasso Logistic Regression

To move around the ROC curve (the right figure) it is just necessary to change the threshold
value that determine a 0 or a 1 in the output.
With those results we started analysing the features to obtain the relevant characteristics. An
easy way to do that, is simply to obtain the features with the higher weights of the model (in
absolute value). As the values are normalized, a higher weight means that a variable is
relevant.
An interesting experiment is to see what happens with the weight values as we modify the 𝜆
parameter. In theory, those values might be higher when lambda tends to zero and must be
zero when lambda tens to infinite and that’s what we can see in the following graphic
(despite of the variance in the results as a consequence of the lack of data to train which
produces those high fluctuations). That is used to determine which are the relevant variables
without depending on the 𝜆 parameter.

Figure 7 - Weight of relevant features in Lasso subject to lambda

We can make the same study but for the irrelevant variables printing the ones with the
smallest weights:
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Figure 8 - Weight of irrelevant features in Lasso subject to lambda

As the results had high variance, we decide to make another type of study. This one consist
on creating a set of logistic regression models for the training data but removing a different
feature in each model. If then we evaluate those models with the testing data, we can
compare the F-Score values and conclude that if one value is higher than the mean, the
extracted variable has not affected the results. On the other hand, if the F-Score value is
smaller the extracted value is relevant.
In the following graphic we present the F-score values obtained for each model, with the
variable missing written on the x-axis for each case.
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Figure 9 - F-Score value for each lasso model without the x-axis feature
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From here we can extract how important is the criminal record or the education to
determine if the inmate is going to reoffend or how irrelevant is having any huge problems
inside the prison, maybe because this last variable just apply in punctual cases.
Comparing the two different analysis we can see that most of the relevant variables are
shared which give veracity to the study despite of the high fluctuations.
4.1.1.1. Logistic regression without Lasso penalization
We have considered to show how relevant is the Lasso penalization to generalize the model.
Without using the penalization (with 𝜆=0) we obtain the following outcome where can be
seen that we get worse results than with lasso. As the values are smaller than the ones
obtained with the Lasso penalization:
Correct rate: 0.724346
F-Score: 0.726547
Precision: 0.748971
Recall, Sensitivity or TPR: 0.705426
Specificity or TNR: 0.744770
AUC: 0.779783
Confusion Matrix =
182 61
76 178
Figure 10 - Results and ROC curve for Logistic Regression without Lasso

4.1.2. SLIM
As said in section 3.2.2, an SLIM algorithm provided in a GitHub repository has been used
(Berk et al. 2015). This algorithm acts just a connector between Matlab and the CPLEX
software tool that computes the solution. This Matlab connector allows the user to define
easily the data to train the model and to modify parameters to fit the final one. The most
relevant of those parameters is the 𝐶0 -parameter which is the maximum accuracy that SLIM
is willing to sacrifice to remove a feature from the optimal scoring system: if this value is
smaller, more variables will be used to define the model and better results will be achieved
in training, however the system will not generalize and will not work well with the test data
on a real scenario.
After iterating 20 values of 𝐶0 from (0.001, …, 0.010) The final results on the test has been
with 𝐶0 = 0.005:
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Correct rate: 0.744467
Fscore: 0.752437
Precision: 0.768924
Recall, Sensitivity or TPR: 0.736641
Specificity or TNR: 0.753191
AUC: 0.804190
Confusion_Matrix =
193 58
69 177

Figure 11 - Results and ROC curve for SLIM scoring system

We have just tested 20 different parameters as the algorithm needs 4 hours to get the model.
With the SLIM method is really interesting to analyse the final model as it can be just read so
we have decided to show the SLIM model in the following box. In this case, we can consider
that someone will be reoffender if after applying the formula we get a positive value. So we
can conclude that the negative variables will help on not being reoffender unlike the positive
ones that will clearly help on reoffend.
predict "V132_REINCIDENCIA = +1" if score > 0
score = 6 * V63_PREVENTIU0
4 * V41_NANTECEDENTS_AGRUPAT1
3 * V65_INGRESPENAT2
2 * V2_GRUPESTUDI1
2 * V8_EXPULSIO1
2 * V70_CLASINICIAL3
+ V7_AREAGEOG4
+ V10_ESTUDISAGRUPAT5
+ V13_FILLS1
+ V44_DELICTEPBCAT3
+ V47_VIDO_PERSONES1
+ V48_TEMPSCONDEMNA_6categories1
+ V70_CLASINICIAL1
+ V101_NREGRESSIONS1R
- V7_AREAGEOG6
- V7_AREAGEOG7
- V53_RESPCIVIL0
- V102_NREGRESSIONS2N
- V109_EDAT1RINGRES
-2 * V10_ESTUDISAGRUPAT9
-2 * V11_CATALA3
-2 * V63_PREVENTIU1
-2 * V75_TRENCAMENT
-3 * V4_SEXE
-4 * V67_TIPUSLD1'

Table 8 - Final model for SLIM scoring system

4.1.3. SVM
The first step with the SVM algorithm was to find out its relevant parameters. We were sure
that we would be using a Gaussian or Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel as it is the best for a
one-class problem like the one we were facing. We decide modifying some other parameters
and as in the other problems see what happens with F-score value when we change them.
The first one to be studied was the “Box Constraint” parameter that controls the maximum
penalty imposed on margin-violating observations, and aids in preventing overfitting
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(regularization). If you increase the box constraint, then the SVM classifier assigns fewer
support vectors. So, The higher the box-constraint the higher the cost of the misclassified
points, leading to a more strict separation of the data. Another typical parameter that we
have modified was the “Kernel Scale” or gamma (𝛾), which is defined in the Kernel function
as:
𝐾(𝑥, 𝑥 ′ ) = exp (−

1
‖𝑥 − 𝑥 ′ ‖2 )
𝛾2

As with the lambda parameter in the lasso algorithm we iterate with different values of the
parameters, computing the model with the training data, and then we calculate the F-score
value. Also as in the other methods we applied Cross Validation for the lack of data.
With this configuration we finally obtain the following results:

𝛾 = 25
𝛾 = 10

F-Score

𝛾 = 50
𝛾 = 75
𝛾 = 100

Box Constraint (p)

Figure 12 - F-Score value subject to Kernel Scale (𝜸) and Box Constraints (p)

In this figure we can see how the F-Score value changes as we modify the parameters. The
different lines correspond to the different Kernel Scale values (𝛾 = [10 25 50 75 100])
and the different points correspond to the Box Constraints values (P =
[0.01,0.02,...,7.00]). We obtained the best results with 𝛾 =25 and p=4.31, so, with
those values and applying the model to the test data we finally get the following results:
Correct rate: 0.672032
Fscore: 0.675944
Precision: 0.682731
Recall, Sensitivity or TPR: 0.669291
Specificity or TNR: 0.674897
AUC: 0.732559
CM_Gauss_test =
170 84
79 164
Figure 13 – Results and ROC curve for SVM algorithm
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From this outcome we can conclude that this algorithm works worse than the other ones
studied in the thesis for this problem, as the correct rate and specificity are a 10% lower that
with SLIM or Lasso, (maybe that is because the SVM model cannot fit the dataset provided or
SVM is not good for this problem). Even so, the results are useful to validate and verify the
other solutions, as with those we get a 10% increase on the F-Score values and the other
parameters.
Also, the SVM study can be used to analyze the relevant and irrelevant variables as we can
apply here the same idea than with Lasso (Figure 9): create a set of SVM models for the
training data but removing a different feature in each model and then evaluate those models
to compare the F-Score values and conclude that if one value is higher the extracted variable
has not affected the results. On the other hand, if the F-Score value is smaller the extracted
value is relevant.
In the following graphic we present the F-score values obtained for each model, with the
variable missing written on the x-axis for each case.
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Figure 14 - F-Score value for each SVM model without the x-axis feature
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From this graphic we can see one of the reasons why the SVM algorithm was not giving the
desired results. When the last two features on the graphic are extracted the results are
highly improved. Those features (Country and Crime code) are the two categorical variables,
with a high range of possible values, that cannot be binarized and while the other ones are
binary those are adding noise to the model rather than helping. As the SVM model seems not
good as the others on ignoring those variables finally we decided to re-compute the model
but without those variables. The results are the following ones, which have been improved:
Correct rate: 0.724346
Fscore: 0.718686
Precision: 0.717213
Recall, Sensitivity or TPR: 0.720165
Specificity or TNR: 0.728346
AUC: 0.818914
CM_Gauss_test =
175 68
69 185
Figure 15 – Results and ROC curve for SVM algorithm without noisy variables

As we can see the values are higher than with the previous SVM model, but despite of the
improvement those are still not high as with the SLIM and Lasso algorithms so we can say
that SVM is worse for this type of problem.
4.1.4. CART
For the CART method we have used the default Matlab configuration except on two factors:
first we set the maximum post-prune size of the tree to 10 (to guarantee the generalization)
and we also use Cross-Validation for the lack of data. With those parameters set, we finally
obtain the following results:
Correct rate: 0.782696
Fscore: 0.779592
Precision: 0.782787
Recall, Sensitivity or TPR: 0.776423
Specificity or TNR: 0.788845
AUC: 0.810376
Confusion_Matrix =
191 53
55 198
Figure 16 – Results and ROC curve for CART algorithm

Making a variable analysis is harder with this method as some of the solutions applied on
other algorithms does not work with this one, especially because in this case (as in SVM) we
do not have weights related to each feature. Despite of that, we can analyse different trees
with Cross Validation (CV) and extract the variables which appears in the first nodes and
which are repeated in different trees to be as the most important features. So making this
analysis we have extracted the following variables to be as the most relevant ones:
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Final Tree Node Variables

Other relevant variables in CV trees

V2_GRUPESTUDI
V10_ESTUDISAGRUPAT
V11_CATALA
V44_DELICTEPBCAT
V63_PREVENTIU
V76_INCIDENTS
V99_NINGRESANTERIOR
V109_EDAT1RINGRES

V12_CASTELLA
V48_TEMPSCONDEMNA_6categories
V103_NUBICACIONS
V46_VIGE_vs_PERSONES
V106_NINCIDENTS
V111_EDATSORTIDA
V40_ANTECEDENTS
V113_TEMPSCONDEMNA
V104_INCIDENTMLTGREU
V47_VIDO_PERSONES

Table 9 - Relevant features in the CART algorithm

In this case, as with the SLIM algorithm, we cannot extract the irrelevant variables as we do
not have weights for those features.
4.2.

Results comparison

In summary, we can say that the best results have been obtained with the Lasso Logistic
Regression method as with this model an F-Score value of 0.783673 and a Specificity (or
TNR) of 0.802419 were obtained. Especially, this specificity value is, in our case, the best
parameter to determine that this algorithm is better than the others. Since, as it was
described on the project requirements, our system must be close to the Spanish justice:
being more guarantor than protectivist. And the best parameter to determine so is the
specificity, as if this value is higher means that we are making less bad decisions on
determining that the inmate is going to reoffend when he or she will not.
Apart from the results, we also want to notice how easy is to move over the ROC curves in
each algorithm to make our system more guarantor with the accused or protectivist with the
victim. It is just needed to change the threshold of the algorithm to move over this ROC
values and find the desired Specificity or Sensitivity.
4.3.

Variable analysis

4.3.1. Relevant variables
Using the described methods in the previous sections we have been able to determine which
variables are relevant in the different algorithms. In the following table we have placed those
variables and we have compared them to see if any was shared between the methods –
meaning that those ones are relevant in the whole problem. We have highlighted those ones
in blue (V2, V10, V40, V41 and V63).

Lasso

SLIM

SVM

CART

V2_GRUPESTUDI2
V10_ESTUDISAGRUPATS5
V40_ANTECEDENTS
V41_NANTECEDENTSAGRUPAT2
V51_TIPUSPENA
V47_VIDO_PERSONES0
V63_PREVENTIU2
V67_TIPUSLD3
V68_TIPUSLC5

V63_PREVENTIU0
V41_NANTECEDENTS_AGRUPAT1
V65_INGRESPENAT2
V2_GRUPESTUDI1
V10_ESTUDISAGRUPAT9
V11_CATALA3
V63_PREVENTIU1
V75_TRENCAMENT
V4_SEXE

V12_CASTELLA2
V2_GRUPESTUDI2
V64_LLP
V67_TIPUSLD3
V2_GRUPESTUDI1
V67_TIPUSLD2
V70_CLASINICIAL
V103_NUBICACION1
V10_ESTUDISAGRUPAT

V2_GRUPESTUDI
V10_ESTUDISAGRUPAT
V11_CATALA
V41_NANTECEDENTSAGRUPAT2
V44_DELICTEPBCAT
V63_PREVENTIU
V76_INCIDENTS
V99_NINGRESANTERIOR
V109_EDAT1RINGRES

Table 10 - Comparison of the relevant variables for each algorithm

With this analysis is possible to see that a common variables is the V10 which are features
that describe the studies level of the inmate. Consequently, we can determine that having no
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studies makes the inmate vulnerable to reoffend again and denotes how important is to
study. Another one is, for example, the criminal record (V41) which seems quite logic – if
someone has reoffended many times he or she will probably do it again. Another relevant
variable is the V2 which describes the type of freedom given to the accused – note that this
variable is decided by the judges which means that their decisions are really relevant.
4.3.2. Irrelevant variables
Is it just possible to analyze the irrelevant variables with the Lasso and the SVM methods, as
those are the only two ones that consider all the variables in the final model (although with
smaller weights). SLIM and CART algorithms do not give any weights to the irrelevant
features.
Lasso

SVM

V13_FILLS
V105_INCIDENTMOLTGREU
V44_DELICTEPBCAT6
V44_DELICTEPBCAT9
V6_EXPULSIO
V7_AREAGEOGRAFICA
V12_CASTELLA
V71_REGRESSIONS
V70_CLASSINICIAL

V5_PAISV
43_DELICTEPB
V99_NINGRESSOSANTERIORS
V108_PANREN
V105_INCIDENTMOLTGREU
V101_REGRESSIONS1R
V102_REGRESSIONS2N
V105_MPANCAUSES
V104_INCIDENTSMOLTGREU

Table 11 - Comparison of the irrelevant variables for Lasso and SVM algorithms

From those irrelevant variables we can extract several conclusions. First of all, the
categorical variables does not work well in this case with the SVM algorithm as most of the
irrelevant variables obtained from this method are categorical. For example, the number of
times that the inmate has reoffended (which is a relevant variable in the other methods).
Then we can consider irrelevant those variables which are not usual in the database, as the
number of incidents inside the prison (V104 and V105) – notice that just a 15% of the full
database has more than 2 important incidents.
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5.

Budget

The main goal of the project was not to create a complete prototype to be sold, however it
has a software and personal cost and in a future could be applied in real scenarios producing
a reduction in the execution time of the decision – both are going to be considered in this
section.
5.1.

Subtotal Cost

The project is carried out in the UPC as a degree thesis so it could be said that it has no cost
apart from the hours done by the professors. But if we consider selling this work, or doing it
out of the University where no free licenses for students are provided we could have the
following cost approach:
Material Cost:
Concept
Matlab PC
Matlab Licence

Unit Price
700€
2000€

Number per unit
2
2
TOTAL
Table 12 – Theoretical material cost

Subtotal
1400 €
4000 €
5400 €

Price for hour
15€
25€

Subtotal
10500 €
2500 €
13000 €

Personal Cost:
Concept
Junior Engineer
Professor/Engineer

Number of hours
700
100
TOTAL
Table 13 - Theoretical personal cost

So we can approximate the total cost at 18400€ without considering other factors like the
internet connectivity, office renting or electricity.
Note that we haven’t considered the CPLEX (IBM) licence in the pricing list as the SLIM
algorithm is only used in development and there is a free version available. If a product using
CPLEX is released the licence can cost up to 60.000€. It’s necessary to contact IBM to know
the particular price.
5.2.

Execution time reduction

An implementation of this work can be turn into a reduction of the time that judges need to
deliberate on their sentence. Despite of being really hard to compute it’s obvious: judges has
a new parameter to help in their decision. The result could be from hours to minutes, but
applied on each case can be converted into important time to spend in other tasks or into
improving the same task – as having more time and newer parameters to deliberate with. It
is necessary to think how important is to take better decisions on recidivism, besides the
time cost, it also have relevant social costs on the victim and on the accused.
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6.

Environment Impact

Does not apply.
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7.

Conclusions and future development:

This final chapter closes the thesis by exposing the main conclusions obtained during this
work. Looking back to the project requirements, specifications and work plan, we can see
that we have finally achieved almost all the points defined.
After studying and reviewing previous works and papers about our topic to correctly face
the problem, we have cleaned and prepared the database in order to know which variables
were useful or not. We evaluated different ML algorithms to find the best one for our work,
obtaining good results in line with the actual state of the art (or even better) and achieving
those results using a smaller database. Furthermore, we finally have been able to study the
relevant or irrelevant variables of the work.
Focusing on the database, it is good to notice that it is difficult to generalize just 3400 entries
of an imbalanced dataset. Despite of the hard work done to validate the models and find the
best parameters, we are sure that with more data those results will be easily improved. That
is the reason why we have not created a final solution program, as this thesis can be better
with future works.
Nevertheless, we can conclude how good can be the Lasso Logistic Regression algorithm for
this type of problem, and how can it help to study the relevant and irrelevant variables. We
have obtained a 78% of accuracy results and an 80% of specificity which is a good number to
start building useful applications to help judges in their verdicts. In addition, those results
are better than the ones obtained in the current State of the art studied (described in Section
2 with values up to 80% or less). We also have developed different ways to study the
relevant variables and the possibility to make the system more guarantor with the accused
or protectivist with the victim moving over the ROC curve.
Although, there is still work to do in this field, we are sure that we are all going in the right
direction to help both victims and prisoners. In a near future, with more data to analyse and
better algorithms, we will be able to create better helpful applications.
For future development we recommend focusing on the RisCanvi protocol questions as those
are more specific to detect recidivism and we think that a huge database with those
questions can help creating better models. This RisCanvi protocol started before 2014 but
the used database is from this year. Today, 4 years later, we are sure that there exist more
and more data that can be helpful to improve the results of this thesis and make a useful
application for predicting recidivism.
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Appendices:
RisCanvi Variables:
NOTE: The type of the variables is to describe if a feature is categorical, numerical or binary. A
“completed” at the end of this type means that this variable has been filled with extra data that was
not on the raw database. To keep in mind those changes.
Feature Name
V1_LD_LC

Description
Type of freedom: probation
or completed.

Type
binary

V2_GRUPESTUDI

Type of freedom: completed
in 1st order, completed in 2nd
order, completed in 3rd order,
probation or not described.
Sex: man or woman.
Country of origin.
Spanish nationality or not.
Geographical Area: UE, rest
of Europe, North Africa, rest
of Africa, South and Central
America, Asia and rest of the
world.
Irregular foreigner
Residence in Catalonia?
Level of Studies as SIPC
(Sistema d’Informació
Penitenciari Català).
Catalan knowledge
Spanish knowledge
Number of sons grouped.
Zero sons, 1 or 2 sons, more
than 2.
Has criminal record.
Number of records grouped.
More than 5 records, from 2
to 5 records, one record or
any.
Age of the first sentence, over
the mean.
Crime.
Crime grouped.
Violent crime.
Gender violence.
Violence on people.
Sentence time grouped on 2
categories.
Sentence time grouped on 3
categories.
Sentence time over 2 years.
Type of sentence.
Protection order over the
victim.
Public liability.
Preventive prisoner.
Probation.
Type of entry: voluntary,
forced, other.

categorical

1

5

binary
categorical_long
binary
categorical

1
0
1
2

2
512
2
8

binary_completed
binary
categorical

0
1
1

2
2
9

categorical_completed
categorical_completed
categorical

0
0
0

3
3
2

binary
categorical

1
1

2
4

binary

1

2

categorical_long
categorical
binary
binary_completed
binary_completed
categorical

0
1
1
0
0
1

95761
9
2
2
2
2

categorical

1

3

binary
categorical_completed
binary

1
0
1

2
4
2

binary_completed
binary_completed
binary
categorical

0
0
0
1

2
2
1
3

V4_SEXE
V5_PAIS
V6_NACIONALITAT
V7_AREAGEOG

V8_EXPULSIO
V9_RESIDENCIA
V10_ESTUDISAGRUPAT
V11_CATALA
V12_CASTELLA
V13_FILLS
V40_ANTECEDENTS
V41_NANTECEDENTS_AGRUPAT

V42_edat1ringres_dicotomica
V43_DELICTEPB
V44_DELICTEPBCAT
V45_DELICTEPBVIOL
V46_VIGE_vs_PERSONES
V47_VIDO_PERSONES
V48_TEMPSCONDEMNA_6categories
V49_TEMPSCONDEMNA_AGRUPAT
V50_TEMPSCONDEMNA_2ANYS
V51_TIPUSPENA
V52_OPV
V53_RESPCIVIL
V63_PREVENTIU
V64_LLP
V65_INGRESPENAT

Min.
1

Max.
2
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V66_edatsortida_dicotomica
V67_TIPUSLD
V68_TIPUSLC
V69_REVOCACIOLC
V70_CLASINICIAL
V71_REGRESSIONS
V72_UBICACIONS
V73_TRASLLATFORA
V74_PERMISOS
V75_TRENCAMENT
V76_INCIDENTS
V98_NFILLS
V99_NINGRESANTERIOR
V101_NREGRESSIONS1R
V102_NREGRESSIONS2N
V103_NUBICACIONS
V104_INCIDENTMLTGREU
V105_INCIDENTGREU
V106_NINCIDENTS
V107_MPANCAUSES
V108_MPANREIN
V109_EDAT1RINGRES
V110_EDATDELICTEPB
V111_EDATSORTIDA
V113_TEMPSCONDEMNA
V132_REINCIDENCIA

Exit age over the mean.
Type of complete freedom.
1st, 2nd, 3rd order or other.
Type of probation.
Probe revocation.
1st order classification of the
sentence.
Negative test on the
penitentiary treatment.
Number of locations inside
the prisons.
Moved outside of the first
penitentiary center.
Permission.
Permission break.
Incidents.
Number of sons.
Number of previous
sentences.
Number of regressions
before the sentence.
Number of regressions
during the sentence.
Number of different
locations.
Number of serious incidents.
Number of relevant
incidents.
Number of incidents.
MEPC causes.
Reoffend during MEPC
Age of the 1st prison
sentence.
Age of the current crime.
Exit age.
Sentence time.
Recidivism.

binary
categorical_completed

1
0

2
6

categorical_completed
binary
categorical

0
1
1

7
2
4

binary_completed

0

2

categorical

1

4

binary

0

1

binary
binary
binary
numerical
numerical

0
1
1
0
0

1
2
2
99999
99999

numerical

0

99999

numerical

0

99999

numerical

0

99999

numerical
numerical

0
0

99999
99999

numerical
numerical
numerical
numerical

0
0
0
0

99999
99999
99999
99999

numerical
numerical
numerical
binary

0
0
0
0

99999
99999
99999
1
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Glossary
ML: Machine Learning
SVM: Support Vector Machines
SLIM: Supersparse Linear Integer Models
CART: Classification And Regression Tree
FPR: False Positive Rate
TPR: True Positive Rate
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